SimplicITTM ETL
There are lots of great reasons to integrate your
supply chain. It improves your ability to forecast
demand, control inventory levels, view lead times,
manage your organization, reconcile invoices, fulfill
orders and track shipments. Achieving this goal
takes effort. To do it right, you need to interface
with source systems up and down your supply
chain, so that you have a comprehensive, real-time
view of how your process is performing.

Finding a Common Language
Interfacing with multiple systems is like talking to
people in foreign countries; you need a common
language in order to communicate. With
applications, that means transforming data from one
system into a format that other systems can
recognize.

SimplicITTM Features & Benefits
•

•
•
•
•
•

Flexible Installation
o Acclimate Cloud
o Customer Cloud
o Virtual Private Server
Supports all common file types,
including flat file, .csv, XML, and
fixed format
Supports all EDI documents
Pre-built integration with
multiple ERP systems
Works with any business system
and value-added network
Support monitoring capability
for all installations, cloud-based
or on-premise options

Developing these interfaces on your own can be an
expensive, time-consuming process, especially if
you have a large number of customers and
suppliers. That’s why we developed SimplicITTM
ETL. SimplicITTM ETL can be implemented in the
cloud or installed locally on your private network. It
translates data from one application into formats
other applications can understand. SimplicITTM ETL
works with any business system, whether it is an
“off-the-shelf” ERP or your own custom code. It can
scale to meet the needs of your operation,
regardless of size or complexity.

Making Integration Simple
At the heart of this tool is an engine that defines the
specifications for each of these translations. These
specs are maintained by our Implementation
Specialists, our experts in EDI and data
management who work with you to create
integrations that are specific to your applications.
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Designed for Flexibility
SimplicITTM ETL has several built-in features that
provide flexibility and ease of use. It can accept
data from any source: Files can be sent and
received in any format your partners require,
including flat file, .csv, XML, and fixed format. It has
built-in support for all of the standard EDI document
formats. It has pre-built integrations with document
formats. It has pre-built integrations with multiple
ERP systems. Its fully integrated with our ANC
Value-Added Network, which provides seamless
communication between you and your trading
partners.

Designed for Flexibility
SimplicITTM ETL can be installed locally on your
private network, or it can be a cloud-based option
regardless of location. With the cloud-based
solution, there is no software for you to install or
maintain. Our Implementation Specialists will work
with you to understand your requirements, build
your specs and workflow, and onboard your trading
partners. Once your workflow moves into
production, our support team monitors your
workflow to ensure that it is running smoothly. They
can also modify your requirements, when
necessary, as well as assist with onboarding
additional trading partners.

The Acclimate Advantage
The term “acclimate” means to adapt to new
environments. SimplicITTM ETL enables you to
“acclimate” with your value chain. You get the
benefit of seamless integration with your customers
and suppliers without the cost and effort to build
your own custom interfaces. Consider the
Acclimate advantage because we know your data
matters.

About Acclimate
Acclimate specializes in helping
companies get integrated, get
automated and get empowered.
Our SimplicITTM ETL Electronic “Data
Interchange (EDI) software and ANCTM
Value-Added Network platform
combine rules-based integrations with
fast and reliable data transfer to
provide seamless communication
across your value-chain.
Our Process Automation and Custom
Development services eliminate
bottlenecks and redundancies in your
processes, capture the data needed to
effectively manage them, and deliver
automated solutions optimized for
throughput and quality.
Our Empowerment solutions transform
your data into actionable information
that enables you to manage your
processes effectively and empowers
your employees to make real-time
decisions.
If you would like to know more, contact
us at (937) 684-9004 or visit our
website at www.acclimate.com. We
welcome the opportunity to help you
get Acclimated.
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